
PROCEEDINGS OF THEAMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETYVolume 00, Number 0, Xxxx XXXX, Pages 000{000S 0002-9939(XX)0000-0 SIGNS IN THE d-INDEX OFEULERIAN PARTIALLY ORDERED SETSMARGARET M. BAYERAbstrat. A graded partially ordered set is Eulerian if every inter-val has the same number of elements of even rank and of odd rank.Fae latties of onvex polytopes are Eulerian. For Eulerian partiallyordered sets, the ag vetor an be enoded eÆiently in the d-index.The d-index of a polytope has all positive entries. An important openproblem is to give the broadest natural lass of Eulerian posets havingnonnegative d-index. This paper ompletely determines whih entriesof the d-index are nonnegative for all Eulerian posets. It also showsthat there are no other lower or upper bounds on d-oeÆients (exeptfor the oeÆient of n).1. IntrodutionIn the past thirty years or more, there has been muh interest in ombina-torial questions about polytopes and other geometri omplexes and partialorders. Of entral importane is the ag vetor of a partially ordered set(poset) and various ombinatorial parameters derived from it. One of theseparameters is the d-index, de�ned for Eulerian posets, a lass that on-tains fae latties of polytopes. The d-index was disovered by Fine andintrodued in the literature by Bayer and Klapper ([4℄). It has aptured theimagination, both for what is known and for what is not known about it.It embodies in an elegant way the linear relations of ag vetors of Euler-ian posets (the generalized Dehn-Sommerville relations of Bayer and Billera[1℄); the number of oeÆients in the d-index is a Fibonai number. Itis known to be nonnegative for polytopes (see Stanley [12℄), but it is notknown what it ounts, exept in speial ases (see Purtill [11℄). Among poly-topes, the d-index is minimized by the simplies (see Billera and Ehrenborg[5℄). Novik ([10℄) gives lower bounds for d-oeÆients of odd-dimensionalsimpliial manifolds (or, more generally, Eulerian Buhsbaum omplexes).Stanley ([12℄) proved the nonnegativity of the d-index for \S-shellable"regular CW-spheres (inluding polytopes). In [13℄ he proposes the followingas the main open problem onerning the d-index: Is the d-index nonneg-ative for all Gorenstein� posets? (These are the Cohen-Maaulay Eulerian1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 06A07.Key words and phrases. Eulerian poset, ag vetor, d-index.1997 Amerian Mathematial Soiety1



2 MARGARET M. BAYERposets.) In fat, some parts of the d-index are nonnegative for all Euler-ian posets. In this paper we determine whih d-words have nonnegativeoeÆients for all Eulerian posets. For all other d-words, we show how toonstrut Eulerian posets with arbitrarily large negative oeÆients. Theproofs grow out of the ideas of [2℄, whih studies the one of ag vetors ofEulerian posets. 2. DefinitionsAn Eulerian poset is a graded partially ordered set P in whih everyinterval has the same number of elements of even and of odd rank. For Pan Eulerian poset, the dual poset, obtained by reversing the order relation,is also Eulerian. The d-index of an Eulerian poset is an invariant basedon the numbers of hains in the poset. For P an Eulerian poset of rankn + 1 and S � [1; n℄, fS(P ) is the number of hains in P of the form0̂ � x1 � x2 � � � � � xk � 1̂, where frank(xi) : 1 � i � kg = S. The2n-tuple of ag numbers fS(P ) (as S ranges over all subsets of [1; n℄) isalled the ag vetor of P . The ag h-vetor is obtained by performinginlusion-exlusion on the ag vetor. Thus hS = PT�S(�1)jSnT jfT or,equivalently, fS =PT�S hT . Write a generating funtion in nonommutingvariables, 	(a; b) = PhSuS , where uS = u1u2 � � � un with ui = a if i 62 Sand ui = b if i 2 S. For every Eulerian poset, there is a polynomial �(; d)in nonommuting variables  and d for whih 	(a; b) = �(a + b; ab + ba).The polynomial �(; d) (or �P (; d) when we need to speify the poset P )is alled the d-index of the poset. The d-index of the dual of the Eulerianposet P is obtained by reversing every d-word in the d-index of P . TheoeÆient of a d-word w is written as [w℄ (or [w℄P ). We think of eah d asoupying two positions in a d-word, namely, the positions of ab or ba inthe orresponding ab-words. Let supp(w) be the set of positions of d in w.Stanley ([12℄) notes a useful variation of the d-index. The e-index isobtained by replaing every d in �(; d) by (�ee)=2. Alternatively, one getsthe e-index from 	(a; b)|even for non-Eulerian posets|by letting  = a+band e = a � b. The e-index is thus a polynomial in the nonommutingvariables  and e, where for Eulerian posets the e's our only in pairs.Write LQ for the oeÆient of the word vQ = v1v2 � � � vn, where vi =  ifi 62 Q and vi = e if i 2 Q. The vetor of oeÆients of the e-index, (LQ(P )),is also known as the L-vetor of P .For an Eulerian poset P , LQ(P ) = 0 unless Q is an even set, that is,Q is the union of disjoint intervals of even ardinality. We say Q evenlyontains S, written S �e Q, if S and Q are even sets, S � Q, and thedi�erene set QnS is also an even set. An \Eulerian" e-word vQ is onvertedto a sum of d-words by replaing onseutive pairs of e's in vQ by  � 2dso that no e's remain. This means that a d-word w ours in the expansionof a e-word vQ if and only if supp(w) �e Q. Thus the oeÆient in the



SIGNS IN THE d-INDEX OF EULERIAN PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 3d-index of a d-word w in whih d ours r times is[w℄ = (�2)r Xsupp(w)�eQLQ:(1)(See [2℄ for more information on L-vetors.)In determining the one of ag vetors of all graded posets ([6℄), Billeraand Hetyei onstrut sequenes of posets with onvergent (normalized) agvetors. Bayer and Hetyei apply a doubling operation to some of these toget sequenes of Eulerian posets. Given an interval I = [i; j℄ � [1; n℄, a rankn+ 1 poset P and a positive integer N , let DNI (P ) be the rank n+ 1 posetobtained by replaing PI , the subposet of P onsisting of elements withranks in I, by N opies of itself. The (horizontal) double DP of a poset P isthe result of starting with P and suessively applying the operators D2fig,for 1 � i � n. (In the Hasse diagram of P every edge is replaed by 1.) ForI a set of subintervals of [1; n℄, I is an even interval system if (1) no intervalof I is ontained in another, (2) every interval of I is of even ardinality,and (3) the intersetion of any two intervals of I is of even ardinality. Foreah even interval system I over [1; n℄, there exists a sequene of Eulerianposets, DP (n;I; N), whose normalized ag vetors (and hene, normalizedd-indies and e-indies) onverge. These are obtained by starting with arank n + 1 hain, suessively applying the operators DNI for the intervalsI 2 I, and �nally taking the horizontal double.For I an interval system of k intervals, write LS(DP (n;I)) =limN!1LS(DP (n;I; N))=Nk. (Here 2nNk is the number of maximal hainsin DP (n;I; N).) The symbol DP (n;I) is referred to as a limit poset. Thesee-index oeÆients are given by the formulaLS(DP (n;I)) = kXj=0(�1)j ���1 � i1 < � � � < ij � k : Ii1 [ � � � [ Iij = S	�� ;(2)where I = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ikg. See [2℄ for details. The formula applies for non-Eulerian limit posets as well; in that ase it an give nonzero LQ for nonevensets Q.We use one other result stated and proved in [2℄ (but impliit in [7℄).Proposition (Inequality Lemma). Let T and V be subsets of [1; n℄ withT � V , suh that for every maximal interval I of V , jI \ T j � 1. WriteS = [1; n℄ n V . For P any rank n+ 1 Eulerian poset,XR�T(�2)jTnRjfS[R(P ) � 0:Equivalently, (�1)jT j XT�Q�V LQ(P ) � 0:



4 MARGARET M. BAYER3. The Main ResultTheorem .1. For the following d-words w, the oeÆient of w as a funtion ofEulerian posets has greatest lower bound 0 and has no upper bound:(a) idj, with minfi; jg � 1(b) idd � � � dj (at least two d's alternating with 's, i and j unre-strited)2. The oeÆient of n in the d-index of every Eulerian poset is 1.3. For all other d-words w, the oeÆient of w as a funtion of Eulerianposets has neither lower nor upper bound.Note. For n � 5, there are b�n�22 �=3+4 d-words of the types desribedin Part 1. This is a small portion of the d words for large n.Proof. The fat that the oeÆient of n is 1 is immediate from the de�nitionand is inluded only for ompleteness.Let w be any d-word ontaining r opies of d, with r � 1. Let I be the setof two-element intervals of the positions of d in w. Compute the oeÆientof w in the d-index of DP (n;I). If Q properly ontains supp(w), then byequation (2), LQ(DP (n;I)) = 0. So by equations (1) and (2), for DP (n;I),the oeÆient of w is [w℄ = (�2)rLsupp(w)(DP (N; I)) = (�2)r(�1)r = 2r.This is the limit as N goes to in�nity of 1=N r times [w℄ for DP (n;I; N).So (DP (n;I; N)) is a sequene of Eulerian posets with d-oeÆients [w℄not bounded above. (Earlier Stanley ([12℄) showed this using a di�erentsequene of posets.)To show nonnegativity in Part 1, we use equation (1) and the Inequal-ity Lemma. If w = dj , let S = ; (so V = [1; n℄) and T = f1g. Thenthe oeÆient of w is [w℄ = 2(�1)PT�Q�V LQ � 0. If w = dj letS = f1g (so V = [2; n℄) and T = f2g. Then the oeÆient of w is[w℄ = (�2)Pf2;3g�eQ LQ = 2(�1)PT�Q�V LQ � 0, beause LQ is zerounless Q is an even set. The ases of w = id and w = id follow byduality.Let w = idd � � � dj , with d ourring r times, r � 2; thus supp(w) =fi+1; i+2; i+4; i+5; : : : ; i+3r�2; i+3r�1g. Let S = fi+3; i+6; : : : ; i+3r�3g, V = [1; n℄nS and T = fi+2; i+4; i+7; : : : ; i+3r�5; i+3r�2g. HereS is the set of positions of the 's between d's and T is a set of one positionfor eah d, adjaent to the positions of the interior 's. The oeÆient of wis [w℄ = (�2)rPsupp(w)�eQ LQ. The set Q evenly ontains supp(w) if andonly if Q is an even set and T � Q � V . Sine LQ = 0 unless Q is an evenset, [w℄ = 2r(�1)rPT�Q�V LQ � 0.The double of the hain, DCn+1, has d-index n, so for the d-oeÆientsin Part I, the lower bound of 0 is atually attained.It remains to show that the oeÆients of the d words in Part 3 an bearbitrarily negative. We use several lemmas.



SIGNS IN THE d-INDEX OF EULERIAN PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 5Lemma 1. For every even n � 4 the oeÆient of dn�4d as a funtion ofEulerian posets has no lower bound.Proof. Let I = f[1; n℄g. By equation (2) the only nonzero entries in theL-vetor of DP (n;I) are L; = 1 and L[1;n℄ = �1. By (1) the oeÆient ofdn�4d in the d-index of DP (n;I) is (�2)2(�1) = �4. This is the limit asN goes to in�nity of 1=N2 times [dn�4d℄ forDP (n;I; N). So (DP (n;I; N))is a sequene of Eulerian posets with d-oeÆients [dn�4d℄ not boundedbelow. (A formula of Ehrenborg and Readdy ([8℄) gives diretly that thed-index of DP (n;I; N) is (N + 1)n �N( � 2d)n=2.)In [3℄ Bayer and Hetyei disuss onstrutions of Eulerian posets whosenormalized L-vetors onverge to sums of L-vetors of non-Eulerian Billera-Hetyei limit posets. (A few examples are found in [2, Appendix A℄.)Lemma 2. For every odd n � 7 the oeÆient of dn�4d as a funtion ofEulerian posets has no lower bound.Proof. Write Cn+1 for the hain of rank n+ 1. LetP I(N) = DN+1[1;2℄ DN+1[3;n�3℄DN+1[4;n�2℄DN+1[n�1;n℄(Cn+1);let P II(N) = DN+1[1;n�3℄DN2[3;n�2℄DN+1[4;n℄ (Cn+1);and let P III(N) = DN4[1;n℄(Cn+1):Create a poset P (N) from these three posets by identifying the elementsof P II(N) with the elements of P I(N) at ranks 0, 1, 2, n � 1, n, andn + 1, and then identifying the elements of P III(N) with the elements ofP I(N) and P II(N) only at ranks 0 and n + 1. The doubles DP (N) ofthese posets are Eulerian, and the normalized L-vetors onverge as N goesto in�nity. Write LQ(DP ) = limN!1LQ(DP (N))=f[1;n℄(DP (N)). ThenLQ(DP ) = LQ(DP (n;I1)) + LQ(DP (n;I2)) + LQ(DP (n;I3)), where I1 =f[1; 2℄; [3; n � 3℄; [4; n � 2℄; [n � 1; n℄g, I2 = f[1; n � 3℄; [3; n � 2℄; [4; n℄g, andI3 = f[1; n℄g. The only nonzero LQ for whih f1; 2; n � 1; ng �e Q areLf1;2;n�1;ng(DP ) = 1, L[1;n℄nf3g(DP ) = �1 and L[1;n℄nfn�2g(DP ) = �1, soby equation (1) the oeÆient of dn�4d in the d-index of DP is �4. This isthe limit as N goes to in�nity of 1=f[1;n℄(DP (N)) times [dn�4d℄ for DP (N).So (DP (N)) is a sequene of Eulerian posets with d-oeÆients [dn�4d℄not bounded below. (In fat, a ag vetor alulation gives the oeÆientof dn�4d for DP (N) as 4(N2 �N4).)The proof of Lemma 2 asserts that DP (N) is Eulerian. It is easy to hekby equation (2) that LQ(DP (n;I1)) +LQ(DP (n;I2)) +LQ(DP (n;I3)) = 0if Q is not an even set. This ondition must hold if every DP (N) is anEulerian poset. But to prove that DP (N) is Eulerian requires us to showthat every interval of the poset has the same number of elements of even



6 MARGARET M. BAYERrank and of odd rank. We show the details in one ase. Let [x; y℄ be aninterval of P (N) with x of rank 2 and y of rank n � 1. For the Eulerianondition to hold on orresponding intervals in DP (N), the interval [x; y℄ ofP (N) must have one more element of even rank than of odd rank. If x andy are in the subposet P III(N), then [x; y℄ has exatly one element of eahrank, so the ondition is met. Suppose x and y are identi�ed elements ofP I(N) and P II(N). In the open interval (x; y) in P I(N), ranks 3 and n� 2eah have N+1 elements and eah other rank has (N +1)2 elements. In theopen interval (x; y) in P II(N), eah rank has N2 elements. So the number ofeven-rank elements in [x; y℄ is 2+((N+1)2+N2)(n�5)=2, and the number ofodd-rank elements in [x; y℄ is 2(N+1)+2N2+((N+1)2+N2)(n�7)=2. Thedi�erene is 1. Note that neither P I(N) nor P II(N) satis�es the Eulerianondition for [x; y℄ by itself. The two subposets balane eah other to ahievethe Eulerian property. This works for all intervals.Lemma 3. The oeÆient of d as a funtion of rank 7 Eulerian posetshas no lower bound.Proof. The following limit poset is given in Appendix A of [2℄. Let P I(N) =DN[1;2℄DN[2;6℄(C7) and P II(N) = DN[1;5℄DN[5;6℄(C7). Let P (N) be formed fromthese two posets by identifying the elements at ranks 0, 1, 6, and 7. Thedouble DP (N) of this poset is Eulerian. In the limit, the normalized L-vetor inludes the following values: L34 = L1234 = L3456 = 0, and L123456 =1. These are the LQ that ontribute to the oeÆient of d in the d-index,[d℄ = �2(L34 + L1234 + L3456 + L123456) = �2. As argued before, thisgives a sequene of Eulerian posets with d-oeÆients [d℄ not boundedbelow. (In fat, for DP (N), [d℄ = �2(N � 1)2.)Lemma 4. Let u and v be d-words. If the oeÆient of u as a funtionof Eulerian posets has no lower bound, then the oeÆients of uv and vu asfuntions of Eulerian posets have no lower bounds.Proof. In [12℄ Stanley onsiders a \join" operation, whih produes an Euler-ian poset P � Q from two Eulerian posets P and Q. He shows that the d-indies satisfy �P�Q(; d) = �P (; d)�Q(; d). Let u be a d-word of lengthm and v a d-word of length n. Let B be the rank n+1 Boolean algebra. Ev-ery d-word of length n has a positive oeÆient in the d-index of B. (Thisis proved most easily from the Ehrenborg-Readdy formula for the d-indexof a pyramid in [8℄.) Let PN be a sequene of rank m+1 Eulerian posets forwhih limN!1[u℄PN = �1. Then limN!1[uv℄PN�B = limN!1[vu℄B�PN = �1.We now omplete the proof of the theorem. Every d-word not inludedin Parts 1 and 2 of the theorem ontains the subword d or a subword ofthe form dn�4d for n�4 6= 1. Thus, by Lemmas 1 through 4, the oeÆientsof these d-words as funtions of Eulerian posets have no lower bounds.Aknowledgments: The referee was most generous with suggestions forimproving the paper. I also wish to thank G�abor Hetyei for introduing me
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